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Abstract
Hypertree decomposition is a powerful technique for
transforming near-acyclic CSPs into acyclic CSPs. Acyclic
CSPs have efficient, polynomial time solving techniques,
and so these conversions are of interest to the constraints
community. We present here an improvement on the opt- -
decomp algorithm for finding an optimal hypertree decom-
position.
1. Introduction
The area of constraint programming has been an AI suc-
cess story, both in terms of industry applications and fun-
damental advances. A key problem in many applications of
constraint programming has been the size of the problem
to be solved. This paper makes advances in addressing this
problem by improving on the hypertree decomposition ap-
proach to solving constraint networks [5, 6].
A constraint satisfaction problem is usually represented
as a tuple  where  is a set of variables,  is a
set of constraints, and  is a set of values (the domain).
To solve a CSP, we attempt to find an assignment of val-
ues to variables subject to the constraints. Each constraint
limits the allowable combinations of values which may be
assigned to variables. A solution of a CSP is thus a com-
plete assignment of values to variables which satisfies each
of the constraints.
For a constraint in  we define its scope to be the set
of variables which it constrains. If a constraint’s scope con-
sists of only two variables it is called binary. The primal
graph of a CSP is defined as a graph where the nodes cor-
respond to the variables and an edge exists between two
nodes iff there exists a constraint between the correspond-
ing variables. The hypergraph of a CSP is defined as a tu-
  This research was funded by an Australian Research Council Linkage
Grant
ple       with the set of nodes  corresponds to the
set of variables and the set of hyperedges  corresponds to
the set of constraint scopes.
In general, constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) are
NP-complete and thus intractable, but certain classes of
CSPs have been found to be tractable due to their struc-
ture (represented by their primal or hyper graph). Methods
of identifying and solving these classes of tractable CSPs
are obviously of importance to the constraints (and by ex-
tension, the artificial intelligence) community.
The simplest example of a class of tractable CSPs are
those which are acyclic (it is known that binary acyclic
CSPs can be solved in linear time [1, 2]). A binary CSP
is said to be acyclic if there are no loops in its correspond-
ing primal graph. A general (non-binary) CSP is acyclic iff
the primal graph is chordal (cycles longer than 3 arcs have
chords) and the maximal cliques of the primal graph are the
edges of the hypergraph. Given these definitions of acyclic-
ity, we are also able to recognise a CSP as being acyclic in
linear time.
Another example of a scheme for recognising tractable
CSPs involves identifying the biconnected components of
a CSP [3]. A biconnected component of a CSP is a maxi-
mal set of variables which remains connected after the re-
moval of any single variable. If the size of the largest bicon-
nected component is  , then the CSP can be solved in time
exponential in  , but polynomial in the size of the prob-
lem. Thus, the class of CSPs denoted by having biconnected
components no larger than a fixed   are tractable.
Several more general schemes have been developed to
recognise other classes of tractable CSPs, based upon vary-
ing notions of graph or hypergraph width. By [5], we know
that a CSP with a width of   for any scheme can be solved
in polynomial time, where the value of   is the index of the
polynomial (naturally, for any scheme, a CSP with a width
of  (the minimum width) is acyclic, and so can be solved
in linear time). The actual technique to be used to solve the
CSP in polynomial time is defined by the scheme itself, usu-
ally in the form of a decomposition or transformation.
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For each scheme there exists the decision problem of de-
termining whether a given CSP has   width or less. This
decision problem itself can at times be intractable, as was
shown in [4] for query-width. In addition, for each scheme
there exists the problem of finding a decomposition for a
given CSP (if one exists). A decomposition describes the
transformation from a cyclic CSP to an acyclic CSP. For ex-
ample, the transformation of CSPs using biconnected com-
ponents involves solving each biconnected component sep-
arately (which takes time exponential in the size of the com-
ponent), and then combining the solutions (which is poly-
nomial time).
Of the proposed schemes with tractable decision prob-
lems, hypertree decompositions have been shown to gener-
ate the lowest widths [4, 5]. That is, for a maximum width  ,
the hypertree decomposition scheme is guaranteed to recog-
nise more CSPs as tractable than any other known scheme
with a tractable decision problem. Further, for a given CSP
and maximum width  , an optimal hypertree decomposi-
tion can be found in polynomial time, where the index of
the polynomial is a function of  . This has been proven,
with opt- -decomp and cost- -decomp [6] being two ex-
amples of algorithms which find an optimal decomposition
in polynomial time.
One unfortunate aspect of creating hypertree decomposi-
tions using opt- -decomp is the size of the index of the time
complexity function. The time complexity of opt- -decomp
is approximately          for large   . Although the
index of    may be smaller for specific classes of CSPs,
the index of    is unavoidable in opt- and cost- -decomp.
We present here a simple modification of hypertree decom-
positions which reduces the best-case time complexity of
opt- -decomp to             . We argue that many
CSPs are in the form required to exhibit near-best-case com-
plexity.
We present our modification in three stages. In the first
stage we introduce hypertree decompositions as they have
been defined in previous works [4, 5], including definitions
of optimality, complete form and normal form. In the sec-
ond stage we introduce further restrictions on hypertree de-
compositions. We will prove that these restrictions do not
cause any significant loss in the application of hypertree
decompositions (for virtually all CSPs, an optimal decom-
position can be found which satisfies our restriction). Fi-
nally, we will demonstrate that these restrictions have sig-
nificant practical application by analysing the performance
of a modified opt- -decomp algorithm.
2. Hypertree Decompositions
The basis of the hypertree decomposition scheme is to
join together small collections of constraints until the dual-
encoding of the CSP is acyclic. Once the dual-encoding be-
comes acyclic, we can apply known techniques such as di-
rected arc consistency [7] to solve the CSP in polynomial
time. As the solutions to the dual-encoding of a CSP are
equivalent to the solutions of the original CSP, this is an ac-
ceptable transformation.
To define hypertree decompositions (and for the rest of
this paper), we need only represent a CSP by its hypergraph,
ignoring the domains of constraints and variables. To easily
describe hypertree decompositions, the following notation
is defined for the hypergraph     with    a ver-
tex (or variable) and    an edge (or constraint):
     variables in 
            constraints covering 
   
 
      variables adjacent to 
Each of the single-element forms of   , , and 
can be extended to sets by using set union in the usual way.
For example, given a set  	 ,    
 
     .
Further, we provide parameterised definitions of compo-
nents and of ‘vertices’ used in the definition of hypertree de-
compositions. Given a set  	  , and     we say that
 and  are  -connected if there exists a sequence of ad-
jacent variables (a path), none of which are contained in  ,
which starts at  and ends at . A set  	  is said to
be  -connected if every pair     are  -connected.
The set  	  is a [V]-component if it is  -connected
and maximal. Finally, a set of constraints 	 	  is a k-
vertex of  if  	  
  , where     .
Definition 1 A rooted tree is a pair 
    where
 are the nodes of the tree, and  	    are the di-
rected edges. 
 indicates the subtree of 
 with root    ,
 	 
  indicates the nodes of 
 , and 
	 
  indi-
cates the directed edges of 
 . A node  is the parent of 
if    
	 
 .
A hypertree decomposition consists of a rooted tree with
labelling functions assigning constraints and variables to
nodes of the tree. Precisely how a hypertree decomposition
is used is detailed later. We will provide only shortened def-
initions of hypertree decompositions here. For a more com-
plete treatment of hypertree decompositions and their rela-
tion to other decomposition techniques see [4, 5].
Definition 2 A hypertree decomposition of a hypergraph
     is a triple 
   where 
    is a
rooted tree, and  and  are two functions labelling each
node of 
 . The functions  and  map each node    to
two sets   	  and   	 , subject to certain restric-
tions:
1. Each constraint must be covered by at least one node
of the hypertree.
      st.     	  
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2. Each variable must induce a connected subtree of the
hypertree.
                 is a connected subtree
3. For each node,  is covered by the combined scopes
of the constraints.
          
4. For each node,   includes variables referenced by
  and any child node.
                
The width of a hypertree decomposition    is de-
fined as the maximum of 	 	 for all      . The
hypertree-width of a CSP is the minimum width for all hy-
pertree decompositions of that CSP. If the width of a hyper-
tree decomposition is equal to the hypertree-width of the
CSP, we say the decomposition is optimal.
Definition 3 A complete hypertree decomposition of 
 
   is any hypertree decomposition    where for
every constraint    there exists a node  of the hypertree
such that        and    .
A complete hypertree decomposition    describes
the transformation from the original cyclic CSP to a new
acyclic CSP. Each node  of the hypertree represents a sin-
gle variable in the new CSP, with its domain defined as
the solutions to the subproblem     	. In other
words, the labels   and   of each hypertree node 
are used as follows:
1. The set of constraints   from the original CSP are
solved as a subproblem.
2. The set of solutions of the subproblem are projected
over the variables  .
3. The set of projected solutions are used as the domain
for a variable in the new acyclic CSP.
An arc between nodes of the hypertree represents a con-
straint between their corresponding variables in the new
CSP. The form of the constraint is the same as that used
in the dual-encoding of a CSP. The new CSP is obviously
acyclic as its primal graph corresponds to the tree  .
The definitions of hypertree decompositions given so far
are very general. In [6] a more restrictive definition is given
which simplifies the search process for a hypertree decom-
position, but does not prevent us from finding an optimal
hypertree decomposition.
Definition 4 A hypertree decomposition is in normal form
if, for any pair of nodes  
    , there is exactly
one  -component  satisfying all of:







    
3.     
      	    
4.  
  	        

It should be noted that it is trivial to convert any hyper-
tree decomposition to a complete hypertree decomposition
without increasing its width. Given the definition of normal
form for hypertree decompositions we can derive  from ,
which makes the task of generating a hypertree decompo-
sition simpler. This particular result is used advantageously
in opt--decomp.
3. Reduced Normal Form
The original definition of hypertree decompositions al-
lowed for very poor decompositions. Using normal form
it was ensured that certain very poor decompositions were
never considered, which led to the development of opt--
decomp. We now introduce further restrictions on the form
of hypertree decompositions, removing even more possible
decompositions. The aim of these restrictions is to allow
certain assumptions to be made early in opt--decomp, re-
ducing the size of data structures and thus time complex-
ity.
Definition 5 A hypertree decomposition    is in re-
duced normal form (RNF) if it is in normal form and for
every     :
1. The constraints in   do not completely cover the
constraints of ’s parent node.
  
                

2. Every constraint  in   contains a variable which is
(a) covered by no other constraint in   and (b) ad-
jacent to a variable not covered by .
           
        
	       
3. If there is only one    -component then  is a
leaf node.
The definition of RNF places limitations on possible -
vertices which can be used in the decomposition, and where
they may be placed. The guiding intuition of RNF is that
only nodes which split the problem into multiple compo-
nents may appear in the body and root of the hypertree de-
composition. As a result, nodes which do not split the prob-
lem into multiple components may appear only in the leaves
of the hypertree.
The following three lemmas (and their proofs) indicate
how to transform a hypertree decomposition in normal form
to a hypertree decomposition in reduced normal form. The
associated figures provide a good intuition of reduced nor-
mal form by describing why it removes many decomposi-
tions from consideration.
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Lemma 1 Let      be a hypertree decomposition in
normal form. It is possible to transform      to also
satisfy condition 1 of RNF, without increasing the width.
Proof: Assume there exists a pair          
such that         . The following transfor-
mation will delete the child  and modify the parent  to
satisfy condition 1 for :
1: let     .
2: let                        
        
3: let            
After the transformation, we can recompute  by the def-
inition of normal form. Note that the width of the decompo-
sition does not increase, as the size of   did not increase

















Figure 2. Two hypertree decompositions
showing the transformation described in
Lemma 1.
Lemma 2 Let      be a hypertree decomposition in
normal form and satisfying condition 1 of RNF. It is pos-
sible to transform      to also satisfy condition 2 of
RNF, without increasing the width.
Proof: Assume        is a node which does
not satisfy condition 2 of RNF. Let     be the
constraint with smallest     and no variable 	 
  which satisfies both 	 	      and

  	 	  . The following transformation will re-
move the constraint from  (effectively satisfying condition
2 for ):
1: let      
2: if          then
3: let create new node       
4: let                 
5: let    
If       , then a new node need not be cre-
ated (it may be added later when completing the hypertree
decomposition). Alternatively, if        , the
newly created node  will satisfy condition 1 of RNF (
is the smallest constraint which could be chosen, and so
          . Again, after the trans-
formation we let   and   be computed by the defini-
tion of normal form. Note that the width of the decomposi-
tion can only have decreased as a result of this transforma-
tion.
Also note that the node  may still break condition 2 of
RNF, requiring repeated applications of this transformation.
As there are a finite number of constraints in  , these rep-







Figure 3. Two hypertree decompositions
showing the transformation described in
Lemma 2.
Lemma 3 Let      be a hypertree decomposition in
normal form, satisfying conditions 1 and 2 of RNF, with
     
 . It is possible to transform      to also
satisfy condition 3 of RNF, without increasing the width.
Proof: For a hypertree decomposition in normal form
and satisfying condition 1 of RNF, any node  where only
one   -component exists must be either a leaf or
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root node (proof omitted). If   is a leaf node then no trans-
formation of the hypertree is necessary.
If, however,   is the root node, then it must have a
single child node , and there must exist more than one
  -component. A transformation of the hypertree
can then be performed as follows.
1: let  be the (only) child of the root node  .
2: for all      where        is con-
nected and  is maximal do
3: create new node    
4: let        
5: let   
6: let        
7: let       
After the transformation we let  and  (for all new
nodes ) be computed by the definition of normal form.
This transformation ensures any node   with only one
   -component is a leaf node. See Figure 4 for an







Figure 4. Two hypertree decompositions
showing the transformation described in
Lemma 3.
From Lemmas 1, 2, and 3 we can show that most CSPs
with a hypertree decomposition in normal form have an
equivalent or better hypertree decomposition in reduced
normal form. The best intuition of CSPs which may not
have a reduced normal form hypertree decomposition is
those whose optimal hypertree decompositions have only
two nodes.
Theorem 1 If all optimal normal form hypertree decompo-
sitions of     	 have more than three nodes, then
there exists an optimal reduced normal form hypertree de-
composition.
Proof: By Lemmas 1 and 2 we know that for any opti-
mal normal form hypertree decomposition    we can
derive a new optimal normal form hypertree decomposition
       which obeys conditions 1 and 2 of RNF. By our
assumptions, 
  
  , and so by Lemma 3 we can
derive an optimal reduced normal form hypertree decompo-
sition.
It is possible to construct CSPs which do not have a hy-
pertree decomposition in reduced normal form. However,
by Theorem 1 we know they have very small numbers of
nodes in their optimal hypertree decompositions, and so are
unlikely to benefit from hypertree decompositions.
Finally, we present a theorem which will form an impor-
tant part of our optimisation. Using this theorem and con-
dition 2 of RNF we will be able to reduce the number of
-vertices without regard for where they may have possi-
bly appeared in any eventual hypertree decomposition.
Theorem 2 If a hypertree decomposition    is in re-
duced normal form, and for a vertex     there
exists only one    -component, then   is
connected.
Proof: By condition 3 of RNF,  must be a leaf node. Let
  be the parent of , so there exists a single    -
component 	 satisfying the conditions of normal form
for . By condition 3 of normal form, every constraint in
 must intersect 	. Additionally, as  is a leaf node,
	    . As 	 is connected, we can conclude that
  is connected.
4. Application to opt- -decomp
The algorithm opt--decomp [6] achieves two things: it
determines if a hypergraph has a hypertree decomposition
with width less than  and, if the answer is yes, finds a hy-
pertree decomposition with the smallest width possible. To
explain the optimisations we have made to opt--decomp
we first need an intuitive understanding of how it achieves
its task.
Consider that a -vertex in a hypertree decomposition is
used to split (or decompose) a CSP into independent prob-
lem components. The algorithm opt--decomp represents
the relationship between a ‘decomposition’ and its child
‘problems’ explicitly by way of a directed, bipartite, weakly
acyclic graph.
This graph contains all possible problem components
(we will call these problem nodes) and all ways to decom-
pose them (we will call these decomposition nodes). For
each problem node, there must exist at least one child de-
composition node by which it can be decomposed. For each
decomposition node, a child problem node (if any) repre-
sents parts of the CSP which require further decomposition.
The algorithm fragment for constructing the graph can be
briefly described as:
1: initialise the list of -vertices
2: initialise the set of problem nodes, including a node rep-
resenting the entire CSP
3: for each problem node do
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4: for each  -vertex do
5: if the current  -vertex decomposes the problem
node then
6: create a new decomposition node using the cur-
rent  -vertex
7: add an arc from the current problem node to the
new decomposition node
8: for each component of the new decomposition
node do
9: find the problem node with the current com-
ponent and  -vertex
10: add an arc from the current decomposition
node to the found problem node
The algorithm opt- -decomp consists of two parts: con-
structing its graph, and extracting a hypertree decomposi-
tion. We will note that the complexity of extracting a hyper-
tree decomposition is far less than that of constructing the
graph.
While it is possible to execute opt- -decomp with a
large value of   to decompose and solve a wider selec-
tion of CSPs, it is not practically feasible. The worst-case





 (for large values of   ). The      term pro-
vides the greatest difficulty for even relatively small val-
ues of   (like  or ). To understand where this term orig-
inates, note that the two outer loops iterate independently
over data structures whose length is linear in the number of
 -vertices. Also note that the total number of  -vertices is
linear with respect to    . Blindly accepting any  -vertex
as a candidate for a decomposition node can thus be blamed
for the poor worst-case complexity of opt- -decomp.
The best-case complexity of opt- -decomp is not no-
ticeably better than the worst-case complexity. Figure 5
presents CPU time data for executions of opt- -decomp
(with    ) on random CSPs with 20 variables and in-
creasing numbers of constraints. Figure 5(a) presents
the execution times divided by the worst-case complex-
ity function for opt- -decomp. The ratio between CPU
times and worst-case complexity values converges to a fi-
nite value as the number of constraints increases, suggest-
ing that average-case and worst-case complexity are the
same.
The definition of reduced normal form provides us with
the ability to remove redundant  -vertices with the aim of
reducing the length of the outer loops of opt- -decomp.
Utilising Theorem 2 and condition 2 of RNF we can re-
move many  -vertices from consideration before encounter-
ing the outer loops. Also by identifying  -vertices with mul-
tiple components (and assuming the first node in a hypertree
decomposition must always have more than one child) we
can limit the number of problem nodes created.
Using these filtering techniques, best-case complexity of
opt- -decomp can be reduced to               (a
class of CSPs has been identified which achieves best-case
complexity by ensuring the number of  -vertices remaining
for consideration increases linearly with the number of con-
straints). Unfortunately the worst-case complexity of opt- -
decomp remains at         .
For more general CSPs, we can show (but not prove) that
an implementation of opt- -decomp which removes redun-
dant  -vertices tends to have best-case complexity rather
than worst-case. Figure 6 shows recorded CPU times of this
implementation executed on random binary CSPs with 20
variables, with    . Figure 6(a) shows that the ratio be-
tween worst-case complexity and recorded CPU time tends
to zero as the number of constraints increases. This indi-
cates that average-case complexity is less than the theoreti-
cal worst-case. It is possible that the actual worst-case com-
plexity is less than         .
Figure 6(b) also shows that the ratio between best-case
complexity and recorded CPU time changes only slightly as
the number of constraint increases, appearing to converge to
a fixed value. While this is not conclusive evidence, it does
indicate that the average-case complexity of the modified
opt- -decomp algorithm may be very close to the best-case
complexity. We expect that many classes of CSPs will be
decomposable with near-best-case complexity.
Finally, as a comparison between the original and modi-
fied opt- -decomp, we present a graph of the ratios of CPU
execution times. Each line represents a class of CSP (de-
scribed by using a fixed random seed, and progressively
adding more constraints). The main observations with re-
spect to this graph is that:
1. At no time does the modified opt- -decomp take more
time to decompose a CSP than the original opt- -
decomp.
2. As the number of constraints increases beyond a cer-
tain threshold, the modified opt- -decomp can become
significantly faster. For one sample point, the modifi-
cations provide a 1000-fold increase in speed.
5. Conclusion
We have shown that opt- -decomp can be signifi-
cantly optimised by removing redundant  -vertices. Al-
though the modified algorithm offers improvements over
opt- -decomp, it is still (in it’s current form) unsuitable for
decomposing very large CSPs with high hypertree-width.
In such cases, the cost of finding all  -vertices will signifi-
cantly outweigh the cost of any other part of algorithm. It
appears that this is almost unavoidable as there are no ob-
vious, efficient methods for generating all  -vertices suit-
able for use in ‘branch’ nodes of a decomposition. In
the event that domain knowledge is already available on
the structure of the CSP to be decomposed (eg. a pro-
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duction planning problem), it may be possible to devise
heuristics. However, the heuristics may influence the com-
pleteness of the algorithm.
We foresee two paths for future work:
1. Take advantage of the new distinction between  -
vertices which may appear in leaf and branch nodes. It
may be possible to iteratively generate  -vertices, re-
stricting the search for larger  -vertices to those not al-
ready covered by smaller ‘branch’  -vertices. This idea
will form the basis of future work into a general algo-
rithm for hypertree decompositions.
2. Utilise information from a ‘failed’ run of opt- -
decomp. It may be possible to generate a new cyclic
CSP with lower width than the original CSP. We also
expect that the accumulated data could be used to high-
light areas where higher levels of local consistency
(such as path consistency) would provide greatest ben-
efit.
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Figure 5. Actual runs of the unmodified opt-
 -decomp on random binary CSP instances
with 20 variables and progressively increas-
ing numbers of constraints.
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Figure 6. Actual runs of the modified opt-
 -decomp on random binary CSP instances
with 20 variables and progressively increas-
ing numbers of constraints.


















Figure 7. A comparison of CPU times for ran-
dom CSP instances. Values are computed as
the CPU time for the original opt- -decomp
divided by the CPU time for the modified opt-
 -decomp.
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